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The Host Protection Conundrum

- Co-residency creates vulnerability
- Slow response times
- Inflexible options to respond to specific attacks

Traditional defenses protect their host but rely on local operating system services
Quick Hypervisor Primer

Hypervisor

- Control Domain (domain 0)
- Hardware Emulation (QEMU)

User Virtual Machine

- Toolstack
- Device Drivers
- VM State Storage
- Full Hardware Emulation
Virtualization and Introspection
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Agentless Introspection Breaks the Circular Risk
The execution context of the host system must be understood before security analysis is conducted.
A Framework Approach

A more flexible architecture for monitoring multiple categories of attacks
XipWire Monitors Runtime OS Integrity

Windows Server 2008 R2 (kernel 7601)

- Kernel Image (ntoskrnl)
- Interrupt Handler (IDTR)
- Syscall registers

Monitored User VM

Static System Components & State
- Kernel Image
- Interrupt Handler
- Syscall Registers
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